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94-274 October 1 2, 1994 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
EIU SUMMER GRADUATES NAMED 
CHARLESTON -- Degrees have now been officially awarded to 709 summer 
semester graduates at Eastern Illinois University. 
The students were certified by their respective deans as having completed all 
requirements leading to the awarding of degrees. 
A total of 137 Bachelor of Arts (BA) degrees were awarded; 181 Bachelor of 
Science (BS); 79 Bachelor of Science in Business (BSB); 36 Bachelor of Science in 
Education (BSE); 2 Bachelor of Music (BM); 25 Board of Governors Bachelor of Arts 
(BOG/BA); 51 Master of Arts (MA); 8 Master of Business Administration (MBA); 59 
Master of Science (MS); 122 Master of Science in Education (MSE); 7 Specialist in 
Education (SE); and 2 Specialist in School Psychology (SSP). 
EDITORS: Attached is a list of individuals who graduated, the degrees they received and their 
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STUDENT NAME HOME ZIP DEGREE 
f~b 
MILLER COREY JACKSON 00000 
GE 
KRAEMER JUTTA E 
v.(LBION IL 
WAGNER HEATHER N 
..iLGONQUIN IL 
KRAUSE KENNETH R 
MEADE DUANE T 
MERCER JOHN PAUL 
~LLENDALE IL 
WALKER DARRA LYNN 
t}\tMA IL 
ANTONACCI D ANTHONY 
/ALTAMONT IL 
PHIPPS SCOTT WARREN 
SMITH JOHANNA LYNN 
TAPPAN MICHAEL SEAN 
v£NTIOCH IL 
MORRISSEY HEATHER A 
WILSON TOM PATRICK 
ZUPONECK MICHELLE L 
viRCOLA IL 
SWITZER MELINDA ANN 
~RGENTA IL 
COX PENNY C 















GRIPPO DENISE LAURA 60004 
SARALLO NICHOLAS J 60004 
~THUR IL 
DAUGHERTY JOSEPH 0 61911 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS ~ 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
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WESNER DOUGLAS R 61912 .BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
WILLIAMSON THOMAS R 61912 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
visHTON IL 
GARNER KAREN MARIE 61006 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
v£ssUMPTION IL 
BILYEU LYNNE K 62510 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
~BURN IL 
BANDY CHAD DEREK 62615 BACHELOR
1 
OF ARTS 
~RORA IL I I I 
INGRAM DARRIN PAUL 60505 BACHELORt OF SCIENCE 
WETMORE NEAL THOMAS 60504 BACHELORi OF ARTS 
AUSTIN TX 
EJAZ FAHIM 78752 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
/viS TON IL 
VOSS KIMBERLY ANN 62216 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
~RRINGTON IL 
ANDERSEN JEFFREY R 60010 MASTER BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
CLARK PATRICK JOEL 60010 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
LEARY KELLY ANN 60010 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BEAVERTON OR 
ZHAO FENG 97007 MASTER OF .ARTS 
~A VERVILLE IL 
MARTELL ERIC LEE 60912 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
viELLEVILLE IL 
DAYE LADDIE LLOYD JR 62223 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
KINDER KYLE A 62220 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
PAYNE JAMI DAWN 62223 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
SPEICHINGER LAURA G 62223 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
-1f'ELVIDERE IL 
STEINKE JASON DAVID 61008 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
' j 
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~ERWYN IL 
JURASAS JON PAUL 
MUELLER PILAR REID 






PHILLIPS CHRISTINE A 61914 
BIG RAPIDS MI 
MEHL THOMAS W 
Jf{SMARCK IL 
BESSLER MICHAEL G 
WILSON DONALD E 
~OOMINGTON IL 
BROACH JAMES C III 
EIKENBERG JENNIFER C 
HOWARD LISA MICHELLE 
TEREZE CHRISTINA J 
BLOOMINGTON IN 
HUANG SHUDONG 
duE ISLAND IL 
HELSDINGEN JAMES E 
JOHNSON JAMES M 
~ONNIE IL 
PHELPS STAN F 
~OURBONNAIS IL 
SANDACK DAVID LOREN 
~EESE IL 
HOLZINGER WENDY L 
~RIDGEPORT IL 
PURCELL DIXIE R 
SCHULTZ JANICE K 
WORSTELL JAMES D 
~RIMFIELD IL 



















MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
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MCMURTRY MICHAEL S 61517 MASTER OF ARTS 
~OADVIEW IL 
ALBRITTON YVETTE R 60153 MASTER OF ARTS 
'OADWELL IL 
SCHREINER MICHELLE 62623 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
.AROOKFIELD IL 
CLARKE CHRISTOPHER J 60513 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BURNSVILLE MN 
CAMPBELL JON B 55337 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
-t'ALUMET CITY IL 
COATS DEBBIE LEANNE 60409 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
OLSEN TERRY LEE 60409 MASTER BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
CAMBRIDGE MA 
TANG RUEY-JING JEAN 02138 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
~NTON IL 
GIBBONS JAY CHRIS 61520 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
e"ARBONDALE IL 
KNOTTS ANGELA LYNN 62901 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
PIENKOS TODD E 62901 MASTER OF ARTS 
ROACH BECKY JO 62901 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WERNET CORINNA s 62901 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
vd'ARLYLE IL 
BURDEAU LAURA L 62231 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
KAMPWERTH ERIC T 62231 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
NEWKIRK THERESA ANNE 62231 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
LrlRMI IL 
STOCKE MARYANN 62821 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
-iARROLLTON IL 
COMBS DARLA K 62016 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
..6ASEY IL 
HICKOX DAVID H 62420 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
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~ASEY IL 
HUTTON DEBBY E 
STICE TAMMY DEE 
~TLIN IL 
BOOTHE KAREN RAE 
DEBARBA MARY A 
HALL LESLIE TODD 
HUTZELL CONN ERIC 
LEGG JULIE CAROL 
MODGLIN CARLA RENEE 
TARR PATRICE LYNNE 
~ENTRALIA IL 
BOZETT SUSAN K 
HARRIS WILLIE J 
KOCH WARREN JOSEPH 
SAMPLE JULIE LYNN 
~AMPAIGN IL 
BONDURANT BLANTON E 
BUTTITTA JOHN JR 
CHILDRESS DAVID E 
COPELAND AMY C 
CORBE LAURA RAE 
FULLER SAMANTHA E 
GIUFFRE JOHN F 
HAYES PHILLIP EDWARD 
MENDENHALL ANGELA 
OCONNOR NANCY A 
RENTSCHLER TODD L 
STOVALL PEARLIE MAE 
THOMAS ALAN S 
ZHANG YONG 
~ANNAHON IL 
CANTRELL SHANE P 
iHARLESTON IL 
ASHMORE EARL T 
BACINO MICHELLE SUZA 
BAILEY LINDA A 

































BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
, 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR .OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
· MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MA~TER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS e 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS e 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS » 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS ~ '1 J}Q,i f\ .e. eAte;. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS "' /l, 
BACHELOR OF ARTS t 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 1 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
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BIERNBAUM JOHN DAVID 61923 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BLECHER SUSAN L 61920 MASTER OF ARTS 
BRIDGES TERRY JEAN 61920 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BRISCOE KATHI ANN 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BUTLER STEPHANIE J 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CABBAGE SEAN M 61920 MASTER OF,SCIENCE 
CONNELL CARRIE LYNN 61920 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
CUSHINGBERRY WARREN 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
DAVIS MALEAH ANN 61920 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
DEHART PAUL DEAN 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DOAN MARK E 61920 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
DONOHUE DARREN D 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DRAKE JIMMIE D 61920 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
EDDINGER ERIN FAYE 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
EDWARDS KHANIETA 61920 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
EDWARDS MATTHEW T 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
EPPERSON DONALD S 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
ERVIN-SIMS DEBRA ANN 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
" FRIESZ CRAIG RICHARD 61920 MASTER BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
GARARD DARIN L 61920 MASTER OF ARTS 
GHIBELLINI TED A 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 11 
GOINS SANDRA L 61920 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
GRAMLICK RENE' N 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
GUTOWSKI JENNIFER A 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
HACKER ROBIN LYNN 61920 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
HANKENSON BRIDGET R 61920 MASTER OF ARTS 
HARPSTER RANDY DEAN 61920 MASTER OF.SCIENCE 
HICKEY DANIEL F 61920 . MASTER OF ARTS 
HUANG CHIN-CHENG MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
HUECKSTAEDT ADAM A 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
KEATING TODD DAVID 61920 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
KENNEBECK JENNIFER R 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
KREBSBACH SCOTT ALAN 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
LAWARRE STEVEN ROGER 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
LAWRIE ELIZABETH J 61920 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
LIAO HONGSHENG 61920 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
LOEBACH DAVID M 61920 B,ACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MACAS JEAN THERESE 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASHISHI DOLORES S 61920 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MAYBERRY JEFFREY W 61920 MASTER OF ARTS 
MCFARLAND JEANNA K 61920 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
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MCGLAUGHLIN MITCHELL 
MCNUTT SABINA L 
MORGAN GEORGE L 
MURPHY DOUGLAS P 
NEAVILL CRAIG M 
NELSON JAMIE ALLYNN 
NEWELL SUSAN I 
NORDMEYER SUSAN M 
OMALLEY JULIE ANN 
PETERSEN JESSICA J 
POE RAYMOND VICTOR 
PRATTE ROBERT P 
PROCTOR KENNARD D JR 
RAHMAN RIDWAN AL 
RUESCH DEBRA ANNE 
SARDELLA SUZANNE P 
SCHNARRE THOMAS D 
SCHROEDER TAD J 
SHARP BARBARA KAYE 
SHIELDS JENNIFER LEE 
STARWALT AMY JO 
SWEETEN ELIZABETH. E 
TANTON THERESA KAY 
TROTTER-GRIFFIN KRIS 
VIDA JOSEPH M 
WALTERS VOLCOUE S 
WITMER DONNA M 
WOOLEVER CAROLYN S 
~ATHAM IL 
KELTNER STEPHANIE M 
LHicAGo IL 
BJORNSON JENNIFER A 
BROWN KESHA LANA 
BRZOZOWSKI YVONNE 
CARR SEAN MAURICE 
CLYDE HEATHER ANN 
DENNIS CARYL LOUISE 
DRUMMOND KIMBERLY M 








































BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
· MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF ARTS 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
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~~~~~~-------~~------
KELLY ANTHONY JOHN 
KELLY TASHA N 
KORANDA MIKE P 
LIEBER THOMAS B 
MIERZWA KEITH LEO 
MOLLOY DENIS A III 
MUELLER PAIGE S 
OCONNOR MARY EILEEN 
PALENIK DANIEL V 
REILLY DANIEL P 
RICE SEAN OWEN 
RICHARDS STEPHEN E 
SANDERS ERIN MELANIE 
SANDERS ERIN MELANIE 
TAFEL CRAIG CULLEN 
TAYLOR JERRY GLENN 
TRAN THUVAN T 
WRIGHT CAWANNA L 
iHICAGO HTS IL 
DAMIANI KERRIE LYNN 
GROSSI DEANN C 
GROSSI DEANN C 
WOODS KENNETH EDWARD 
























HUDZIK STEVEN JOSEPH 60415 
~RISMAN IL 
NEWLIN BRENDA KAY 61924 
~ICERO IL 
BOEHM STEVEN MELVIN 60650 
£fsNE IL 
STATES LINDA D 62823 
WHITE MELISSA REANN 62823 
~LAR.HILLS IL 
DUFFIELD MICHELLE D 60514 
~y CITY IL 
HARRIS MARGARET ANN 62824 
DEGREE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
. BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
. BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
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CLEVELAND OH 
SZABO LESLIE JOHN 
$LINTON IL 
BOWMAN CARL DAVID 
STOKOWSKI MICHAEL S 
TORBERT TARA ELLEN 
~OLCHESTER IL 
SMITH WILLIAM B II 
vCOWDEN IL 
HILL JON WILLIAM 
RUSSELL ELIZABETH A 
SMITH CONNIE D 
~ETE IL 
JENNINGS SHELL! KAY 
LAROCCA NANCY C 
TONEY RACHEL DAWN 
CROWN POINT IN 
TRELLA ERIK ANTHONY 
~AHINDA IL 
LEAR MARK CHRISTOPHE 
,_){ANVILLE IL 
BENNETT LOIS ANN 
COLLIER TROY 
DEVORE CYNTHIA KAY 
FLEMING WILLIAM S 
HUDSON LEON DALE 
KECK LINDA ANN 
~ LEEK KENNETH DEAN 
MCKEE GEORGIA FAYE 
RUDNICKE JUDY K 





























DUNSWORTH RICHARD L 62522 
DEGREE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
':BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION' 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
1 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
i 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
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.. 
fiE~~~~;-------~~------ -------- ----------------
FRANCIS SANDRA LEE 62522 BACHELOR OF ARTS 0 
LEES MICHAEL C 62521 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
LIVINGSTON MALCOLM 62521 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
LUCHETTI BRIAN D 62526 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MATHEWS JAMES EUGENE 62526 MASTER OF SGlENCE 
MILLER MICHAEL L 62526 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
NASHLAND DANIEL S 62521 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
ROBINSON MARLA J 62521 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SEITZ KATHERINE E 62521 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
STEPHENS GARY F 62522 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
WHITE DENITA LYNETTE 62522 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
--rffiERFIELD IL 
ALLEN TARA MARLENE 60015 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DELAFIELD WI 
KROEMER THOMAS M 53018 MAS,TER OF ARTS 
,, . 
LJiLAND IL 
HUISINGA AMBER A 61839 BACHELO:R OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
DES MOINES IA 
HOFERER KEVIN DEAN 50310 MASTER OF ARTS 
.J)ESOTO IL 




JONES WAYNE ALLEN 62530 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MINGS JENNIFER ANN 62530 ,BACHELOR OF ARTS 
~OWNERS GROVE IL 
BARBER DANA LYNN 60515 . BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
HAYES SCOTT N 60515 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
KERSCHNER THOMAS A 60515 MASTER OF ARTS 
LAWLESS JOHN PAUL 60516 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MORRISON THOMAS K 60516 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
PURSER JULIE LYNNE 60516 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
---fivNDAS IL 
ZUBER SARAH KATHRYN 62425 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
tBtJPo IL 
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~QUOIN IL 
KELLER JULIE KAY 
.,£'ALTON IL 
MUELLER JALAYNA 
.J, ST LOUIS IL 
COLLINS JOHN L 
LEONARD ALICIA P 
dDGEWOOD IL 
QUADE PAM ELIZABETH 
~DWARDS IL 
DWYER GINNY LYNN 
~DWARDSVILLE IL 
GARBE KARIN LESLIE 
~FINGHAM IL 
BUENKER JEFF LEE 
CHEN YUAN-LAI 
ESKEW CHRISTOPHER V 
ESKEW CHRISTOPHER V 
FLACH KAREN VERONICA 
GRIMSLEY RODNEY DEAN 
NIEBRUGGE KATHRYN M 
OWEN BRUCE LEE 
ROBERTS TRACEY L 
ROSE LORI E 
SCHNIEDERJON FRANK L 
SMITH DENA JO 
TEGENKAMP BARBARA A 
TINGLEY ROBERT SCOTT 
WILSON GEORGIANN I 
$.f. PASO IL 
EVANS ATRICIA MARIE 
J(LDORADO lL 
JONES JOYCE K 
SMITH DENNIS RAY 


























BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
·'. BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OFSCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
··MASTER Of SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SPECIALIST IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF ARTS· 
BACHELOR OF·· SCIENCE 
BACHELOR Of ARTS 
" BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN· BUSINESS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
. ·I 
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-------- ' ----------------
..riG IN IL 
JAHNKE CRAIG ALAN 60123 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
lfiK GROVE IL 
BACHELOR OF 'sciENCE RICHTER THERESE ANNE 60007 IN BUSINESS 
STAtL STEVE D 60007 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
~LSWORTH IL ~,; r BARRON SHEILA KAY 61737 'BACHELOR OF. SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
~MHURST IL 
CARANI MICHAEL J 60126 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
HERMACH PATRICIA ANN 60126 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
KING MICHELLE MARIE 60126 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
KUHN JUDY LYNN 60126 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
RYAN JENNIFER M 60126 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WAGNER MARY E 60126 MASTER OF ARTS 
. 
~MWOOD PK IL 
DASSINGER RICHARD M 60635 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
~ERGREEN PK IL 
KEARNEY SEAN MICHAEL 60642 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
niRBURY IL 
KINNEY PATRICIA J 61739 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
~IRFIELD IL 
BLACKFORD CRAIG E 62837 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
FUHRHOP SCOTT E 62837 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
HOLT MARILYN JEANNE 62837 SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION 
HUNGERFORD DANA LEE 62837 ,MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MILLER CHARLOTTE L 62837 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WILSON DEBRA KAY 62837 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
vfAIRMOUNT IL 
WATSON DAWN ANNE 61841 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
fliRVIEW HTS IL 
CALHOUN STEPHEN J 62208 BACHELOR OF ARl'S 
~DLAY IL 
DAVIS RODNEY WAYNE 62534 .MASTER OF SCIENCE 
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MAY TRINA LYNN 
..Ff.ORA · IL 
COOK JANICE K 
KINCAID DEBORAH J 
MYERS CAROLYN M 
viRANKFORT IL 
LEIDOLPH CHAD C 
SCHAEFFER KRISTIN L 
·¥I?.ANKLIN PARK IL 
RENDE STEVE ANTHONY 
FRANKTON IN 











WOLFE JAMES DOUGLAS 61254 
~NEVA IL 
LORESCH LORI ANN 60134 
TOLLE MICHAEL AARON 60134 
GEORGETOWN IL 
DELMOTTE JENNIFER E 
GOODRUM CARRIE LYN 
HUGHES TODD GREGORY 
RAINWATER MARY K 
&tRMANTOWN IL 
VONBOKEL SHIRLEY K 
AfLENVIEW IL 
BASSING MARY ELLEN 
MUSTAFA EMILY 
~AYSLAKE IL 
FRANK WILLIAM A 
HEINZ ERIK L 
~EENUP IL 













BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR oF:ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
. BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
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~EENUP IL 
SAPPINGTON JULIA A 
SWIM CHRISTINA M 
WOODARD JOSEPH M 
'lGREENVILLE IL 
CLINE JASON EUGENE 
~RNEE IL 
FOOTE TIMOTHY G 
HAMILTON SQ NJ 
RICCI JONATHAN J 
vHANOVER IL 
DAVIES OWEN DOUGLAS 
vRARRISBURG IL 
VAUGHN DENNIS RAY 
~RVEY IL 
DEBOSE LASHAWNDA Y 
HILL DAMERIS 
~RWOOD HGTS IL 
OMALLEY JOSEPH T 
HATTIESBURG MS 
CROFT CAREY ALYSE 
w\zELCREST IL 
VANO JESSICA LYNN 
~FFMAN EST IL 
GORDON URSULA KELLY 
KOSMEN KATHERINE M 
~ER IL 
HILL PAMELA K 
.. /cJMEWOOD IL 
MOORE AMY K 





















MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF ARTS 
l 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
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STUDENT NAME 
JlOOPESTON IL 
DOTY JILL S 




HARR ARCHIE ROLAND 
INDIANAPOLIS IN 
HUNT AARON ANDREW 
MILLER MARC ANTHONY 
~CKSONVILLE IL 
GENT JACOB W 
JARVIS KIMBERLY JO 
TURNER CHAD ERIC 
vJ6LIET IL 
HOWARD KENNETH D 
LENAGHAN AARON B 
WARNER AARON T 
WHITGROVE HALLIE ANN 
~NKAKEE IL 
EGGENBERGER JOHN M 
FLOCK CONNIE LYNN 
lKANSAS IL 
DECKER ERIC WAYNE 
PROPST TROY ANDREW 
~NMUNDY IL 





















WESTERKAMP BRIDGET A 60525 
~KE VILLA IL 
LIPINSKI KAREN ANN 60046 
~KEWOOD IL 
SNYDER KATHLEEN A . 62438 
DEGREE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER 10F ARTS 
PAGE 16 
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STUDENT NAME 
LANSING IL 
CASEY SHANNON RAE 
DANIELS AIMEE NYEITA 
PODKUL DAVID ALAN 
LAS CRUCES .. · NM 
REINDLE TRACI A 
~WRENCEVILLE IL 
BROWN LISA LYNN 
GHER SUSAN E 
SEBER CYNTHIA SUE 
SHICK WILLIAM GENE 
~ONT IL 
PARETI TAMARA S 
~RNA IL 
SMITH TERRY R 
riXINGTON IL 
BRENT JASON R 
~BERTYVILLE IL 
GOERIG SCOTT DANIEL 
VICKERS JULIE F 
~NCOLN IL 
ALBERTS JOHN J 
COSGROVE JEFFREY A 
DEHNER JENNIFER L 




















SAMPLE NICOLE CECILE 62656 
viJsLE IL 
KOLDOFF JULIE BETH 60532 
LAROCK MARY THERESA 60532 
~TCHFIELD IL 




BACHELOR OF ARTS , 
BACHELOR OF ,SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
. ·''.;.~, 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BAGHELOR 6F ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF ARTS · 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER pF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
'j 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
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STUDENT NAME HOME ZIP DEGREE 
~TCHFIELD IL 
CORSO JOSEPH MICHAEL 62056 
tOAMI IL 
EADES TRICIA RENEE 
JdOCKPORT IL 
LANGE WILLIAM G 
ODLE DENISE S 
~MBARD IL 
BOWES AMY LYNN 
SEGER JOCELYN D 
~STANT IL 
STEPHENS BENJAMIN A 
JouiSVILLE IL 






~~1'!_1'-l'QWOC--- __ W-I-~ .. 
ROSS JOHN A 
iANSFIELD IL 
DALENBERG BARBARA J 
WOLF DIANE CATHERINE 
~APLE PARK IL 
KAHL BRANDON DENNIS 
JfARSHALL IL 
REEL MICHELLE RENEE 
~ATTOON IL 
BRISENO DEBORAH E 


















BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
' . MASTER . OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
' ' 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
rJ 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MAStER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
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HINCHEE ALISA M 
PERRY DAWN RENEE 
SMITH MELANIE G 
~CLEANSBORO IL 
SLOAN CHARLES R III 
WEBB BONITA GALE 
~CHENRY IL 
FOWLES ANDREW K 
FUNK DENISE J 
HAASE MICHAEL ALLAN 
HETTERMANN MICHAEL J 














i/ JOHNSON BEATRICE ANN 62859 
KNIGHT TONYIA J 62859 
MIDDLETOWN OH·-. 
CALDWELL JASON R 
.fliDLOTHIAN IL 
SCHUCK LISA ANN 
~FORD IL 
CALDWELL DAVID L 
~INOOKA IL 
EDMONDSON MARTIN A 
~ONTICELLO IL 
BENSON GEORGIEAN M 









HUGHES ANNE ELIZABET 99999 
~RRIS IL 
BONOMO JASON F 60450 
loRTON IL 
HATCH MELISA JO 61550 
DEGREE 
------------~---
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
· ;BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELO~ OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
' BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
SPECIALIST-IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATlON 
i1\ } 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
fl 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
~ASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
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~TON GROVE IL 
MENAKER ADAM S 
~WEAQUA IL 
HAYDEN ELIZABETH A 
RAMSEY MARK NEAL 
iT AUBURN IL 
WARD BRAD NOLEN 
,.Mf CARMEL IL 
BUSS TIM J 
COMPTON KEESHA LEE 
MCWILLIAMS JASON E 
~ PROSPECT IL 
LABONTE DAVID JAMES 
LERMAN ANDREW MORRIS 
tM'f VERNON IL 
GIBBS NANCY C 
HAHN CHRISTOPHER B 
HANSEN DORI RENE 
MORRIS STEPHEN W 
WIFORD KEVIN 
~ ZION IL 
MULLIGAN THOMAS H 
MtJDDY IL 
MOLINAROLO TINA L 
~NDELEIN IL 
MAGOON KATIE I 
MAGOON KATIE I 
STARKEY JANICE MARIE 
~PERVILLE IL 
HAUG DOUGLAS J 
KAMYKOWSKI CHRISTOPH 
MARTINEZ CHRISTOPHER 
WHELPLEY JENNY M 
HOME ZIP DEGREE 
60053 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
62550 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
62550 MASTER OF SCI~NCE 




















MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF SGf~NCE IN EDUCATION 
. BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF AR'rS 
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STUDENT NAME 
NEOGA IL 
SHEEHAN PATRICIA J 
~W BERLIN IL 
BENEDICT CHRISTIE 
JffiW LENOX IL 
PFEIFFER PATRICIA A 
~WTON IL 
CLARK CONNIE SUE 
NIX JEANNETTE M 
WIMAN LORETTA V 
~OBLE IL 
ALLARD KIMBERLY D 
BUERSTER MELISSA A 
WILLIAMS VERA C 
NORFOLK NE · 
TAYLOR MELISSA KAYE 
NORMAL IL 
HOWARD MELISSA J 
LONG MATTHEW SCOTT 
~RTHBROOK IL 
BLACKMORE TIMOTHY A . 
1(0RTHFIELD IL 

















KAZMIERCZAK SHERI LY 60164 
~AK FOREST IL 
RUBACH TRACEY ANNE 60452 
~K LAWN IL 
GRABOWSKI DANIEL F 60453 
WULFF DANA CHERIE 60453 
~K PARK IL 
CULHANE PATRICIA ANN 60302 
DEGREE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS ~ 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
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JPAK PARK IL 
CULHANE PATRICIA ANN 
DALTON LYNN COLLEEN 
DIFFENDERFFER MARK R 
MARKS LILLIAN REGINA 
REEVES BRIDGET N 
~LONG IL 
BONNELL SUSAN E 
GOFF MARK ANDREW 
HARRIS LUCRETIA SUE 
RUSSELL PAULA JEAN 
SEED DAVID WAYNE 
STIVERS MICHAEL L 
WALDEN JUDY E 
' ~IN IL 
WILSON DAVID IVAN 
&fALLON IL 
BOENTE TINA JULIENE 
MARILES MARCO ANTONI 
SABIN MICHELLE L 
£(GLESBY IL 
BIDASIO JOSEPH D 
otNEY IL 
BATEMAN CYNTHIA A 
BAUMAN NICOLE D 
BISSEY N DALE 
CHAPLIN KAREN JOYCE 
CHARLESTON HEATHER E 
GUMBEL LEANN CAROL 
KELLER CLAY KENDRICK 
LOCKLEY WILBUR W 
MCKNIGHT PAULA J 
MILLER CHERYL BETH 
SAGER JOYCE ANN 
USHER GUY R JR 


































BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS< 
SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SP~CIALIST IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF.ARTS 
. MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
.BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS I 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF ARTS 
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Ji.YMPIA FLDS IL 
SCHWARTZ DANIELLE R 60461 BACHEtOR OF SCIENCE 
ONIEDA WI , 
BAUGH SHANNON T 54155 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
~EANA IL 
CLEVENGER LINDA L 62554 BACHELOR OF ARTS d 
,.6RLAND PARK IL 
BAADE JENNIFER L 60462 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
tiSWEGO IL 
BILTGEN LARA V 60543 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
~TAWA IL 
OLSEN BILL E 
STRONG BLAKE S 
iALATINE IL 
DOSS WILLIAM D 
GUENNEWIG JOANNE E 
JENSON WENDY LYNN 
KEOGH KATHLEEN L 
WENTZ JOHN A JR 
~LMYRA IL 
KLAUS CHRISTOPHER M 
}iLOS HGTS IL 
MCKEOWN CARA MARIE 
~LOS HILLS IL 
JONES COREY E 
PETERSON LORA M 
SOUTHERLAND MARK H 
jALOS HTS IL 
HARMON WILLIAM T 
··~NA IL 
WISS KAREN M 
~RIS IL 
















MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
-~ 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
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..PARIS IL 
COCKCROFT JERRY L 
GATES DANIEL RAY 
GOODWIN SUSAN L 
HOHENSTEIN HEIDI K 
8ARK FOREST IL 
BURKE SEAN MARTIN 
SILHAVY MICHAEL G 
VIRAMONTES ALEC J 
-PARK RIDGE IL 
ALOISIO NADINE D 
SMITH WILLIAM T 
~XTON IL 
EMBERSON RICHARD A 
vPiKIN IL 
XANOS TIFFANY C 
.~ORIA IL 
BANDLE PHIL K 
BAYER E ELIZABETH 
BEDFORD MARCIA RENE 
GIBSON BRYAN JOSEPH 
HAMMONTREE JENNIFER 
JONES CHAD RUSDON 
KELLEY SHANNON E 
LYTLE KELLEY M 
MCQUELLON MARY LYNN 
PERRY SHANE.C 
PINTER PASCALE J 
RALPH MICHAEL S 
RUYLE SHANE TRAVIS 
SCHEUERMANN ERIC M 
SMITH KATHERINE M 
STOPPENHAGEN MICHELL 
~ESOTUM IL 


































MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
} .. ,, 
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STUDENT NAME 
~LEASANT PLNS IL 
DRAUGHAN LAURA L 
PLOVER WI··· 
JONES RONDA LYNN 
roNTIAC IL 
WENNMACHER PATTY K 
PORT CRANE · NY 
RYAN TRISTUM M 
RANTOUL IL 
BASS GARLAND JUNIOR 
BOYLE RICHARD M 
CUMMINGS KATHY RUTH 
NOGGLE SUSAN G 
vRED BUD IL 
DEMICK SANDRA LEE 
JOOJBUD IL 
NIERMANN LYNN C 
~DGE FARM IL 
DECK PENNY ELLEN 
R1iJGEFARM IL 
CORWIN MARIE EVELYN 
RITCHIE AMBER D 
~INSON lL 
BEARD GARY L 
CROSS HEATHER 
HAYDEN-TREADWAY LORI 
LAFLIN KAREN SUE 
LANGLEY DONNA F 
MCCAMMON BETSY JO 
MONRONEY JEFFREY S 
SCHREY CYNTHIA J 
SMITH LARRY WAYNE 
WALDROP TONI A 
HOME ZIP DEGREE 
62677 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
!' 






















MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS t 
BACHELOR OF ARTS # 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
> ~· • 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
··MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
.· BACHELOR OF ARTS 1 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
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STUDENT NAME HOME ZIP DEGREE 
-------- ------------~---~BINSON IL 
WEGER JACK EUGENE 62454 BACHELOR OF ARTS ~ 
/ocHELLE IL 
CRANDALL KEVIN M 61068 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
~CHESTER IL 
SCHNEPPER JEAN E 62563 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
1(0CK FALLS IL 
CARMONA RON , 
.,. 
-.,l: t ;,· 
61071 MASTER' OF· ARTS 
ROCK HILL MO 
BERGESON JULIE HANNA 63144 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
~OCKFORD IL 
ASKELSON PHILIP E 
HARDY STEVEN DALE 
HRYSZCZUK NANCY 
ROLLA MO 
PULLEN MELINDA S 
~SCOE IL 
SERVANT MATTHEW OWEN 
~OSEVILLE IL 








PLATER ROBERT MATHEW 62681 
j HOLLAND IL 
ALMON CINDY LOUISE 
$ALEM IL 
HOOE CARLA.R 
WEBER JASON E 
ZINSER ROBIN LYNN 
SAVANNAH TN. 







ERDMAN MICHAEL ROGER 60193 
l· '-~ 
''···· ,it,., 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
.• 
. .. 
MASTER OF SC-iENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELO~ OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BAG~ELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF.SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
. BACHELOR OF. SCIENCE 
MASTER OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
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MARTIN TODD P 
~ELBYVILLE IL 
FULFORD STEVEN E 
GASTON CHADD NELSON 
KESSEL DEBRA A 
MARS JASON ANDREW 
.ffilELDON IL 
MCEWEN TIM A 
MCEWEN TIM A 
SCHMIDT MICHAEL H 
~OREWOOD IL 59x BRIGID EILEEN 
mGEL IL 
NIEMERG GINA JOANN 
WALK JEFFERY WM 
SILVER SPRINGSMD 
MATARE GILBERT J 
SfiiTHFIELD IL 
HAGGERTY STACY LYNN 
~ HOLLAND IL 
JURKA SAM JAMES 
THORMEYER JEFFREY R 
~RINGFIELD IL 
BORTMESS JEANNETTE N 
CRUMLY SCOTT ALAN 
DENK LINDA LEE 
HEATON DOREEN J 
LAMSARGIS MATTHEW S 
LIPE CHERYL LOU 
ONEILL SHAWN THOMAS 
ROY CHRISTINA MARIE 
SERATI JENNIFER RAE 
SIEFFERMAN KENDRA L 
WOODRUFF ADAM R 




























BACHELOR OF ARTS 
· BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION 
BACH~LOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
. BACHELOR .. OF SCIENCE 
',, ,. 
MAJTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
' 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR'OF SCIENCE 
BACB'ELOR OF SCIENCE 
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STUDENT NAME HOME ZIP DE~REE 
~ ANNE IL 
THOMPSON BEVERLY SUE 60964 
ST CHARLES IL 
CARLSON BRETT ROGER 
DAVIS AMI LYNNE 
JEIDE KARLA NOEL 
..s'T ELMO IL 
MATTIX MARY JANE 
PATTON BONNIE V 
~ JOSEPH IL 
LERETTE LINDA K 
~ERLING IL 
WILSON CHRISTOPHER E 
,.sTEWARDSON IL 
BUSHUR JILL C 
..S1RASBURG IL 
PARAISO GUS c 
~REATOR IL 
JOHNSON AMY RUTH 
MURPHY JOHN E IV 
vSULLIVAN IL 
COHOON ROBERT P 
DYCUS JASON WILLIAM 
DYCUS JEFFREY SCOTT 
UHLARIK SUSAN J 
JUMNER 
' EDGIN BOB R 
IL 
HARPER JANE A 
KIMMEL DENNIS W 
SUNSET HILLS MD 
-MITSCH TRACEY N 
~YLORVILLE IL 





















BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MAS,TER OF. SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
·.BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR ·oF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF ARTS, 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF ARTS 
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BRUCE ERIC CHARLES 
KORSGH BERT MICHAEL 
ROBINSON MARK ELLIOT 
STEINKAMP MATT WADE 
TERRE HAUTE IN 
BAUMGART CINDY SUE 
JrtUTOPOLIS IL 
GOBGZYNSKI REBECCA M 
MAMMOSER STAGY ANN 
PULSFORT DAVID ROGER 
.n:AWVILLE IL 
FUOSS SHANE G 
~HOMASBORO IL 
GOODRUM SHANDA SUE 
oiiLTON IL 














SUWANAI YOSHIKO 00000 
J'OLEDO IL 
BREWER BRANDI LAINE 62468 
SHERWOOD AMY LYNNE 62468 
~LONG IL 
FOSTER DELORA ANN 61880 
~OVEY IL 
SAPETTI JULIE 62570 
~OWER HILL IL 
GASNER DONNA E 62571 
~ILLA IL 
WILLIAMS LARRY E 62469 
JfuscoLA IL 
BEAN TRIGIA NICOLE 61953 
DEGREE 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS ~-
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
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STUDENT NAME 
~SCOLA IL 
MOORHEAD JOYCE ANN 
RUND KIMBERLY RENEE' 
WEEMER STEPHEN M 
~BANA IL 
BARKLEY ERIN MARY 
DEBATIN ANDREA D 
KPEDI TAMMY C 
MONTGOMERY KANDY L 
PIERCE ANNE A 




BUSCHER BRIAN P 
JONES DERROLD DEAN 
SCOTT JEFFREY CALVIN 
~ILLA GROVE IL 
BROWN JENNIFER L 
DUZAN JANET S 
GREEN RICK E 
~ILLA PARK IL 
GREEN SHANNON M 
~RDEN IL 
ALLEN BRADLEY SCOTT 
W SAYVILLE · NY 
SCHINDLAR DENISE M 
~RENVILLE IL 























BLACK STEVEN CURTIS 61571 
COWGILL GEOFFREY RAY 61571 
jATSEKA IL 
SIEVEKING LEATRICE R 60970 
DEGREE 
B;\CHELOR OF ARTS tP 
M~STER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 1N BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN.EDUCATION 
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STUDENT NAME 
}n(TSON IL 
FREIMUTH CATHY R 
~UCONDA IL 
HALVERSON PATRICK J 
~EST SALEM IL 
NELSON NANCY L 
"WEST UNION IL 
MORECRAFT LYNETTA L 
SHAFFNER BRENDA LEE 
wJIEATON IL 
GUNDERSEN ALESHA M 
KALKBRENNER STEVEN J 
MITCHELL DAWN MARIE 
RICHARDS DAVE ALLAN 
WHEELER IL 
NEWLIN CLARA ELLEN 
WICHITA KS 
ROACH KATHLEEN A 
WICHITA FALLS TX 
KUCHENBROD ZELDA M 
wtLLOW HILL . IL 
HARRIS CELIA J 
thLMETTE IL 
ESSIG PETER F 
{INFIELD IL 
MCGRATH THOMAS D 
.MOOD DALE IL 
MOTZ ROBERT K 
MOTZ ROBERT K 
ROMERO NELSON ERNEST 
~OOD RIVER IL 
























MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
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FIELDS ANGELA MAE 61490 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
WOODRIDGE IL 
BLACK KIRK J 60517 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE !N BUSINESS 
WARNER MICHAEL E 60517 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WPAFB OH 
FELTON THOMAS GORDON 45433 MASTER OF ARTS 
ZION IL 
SWALLEY STEPHEN F 60099 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
~ . 
' 
f I j 
TOTAL STUDENTS 706 
